CXT Explorer
Lift anywhere
One crane – dozens of applications

The Konecranes CXT Explorer is an affordable, strong and portable solution for all kinds of lifting needs. This crane follows you practically wherever you need to lift up to 6.3 tons. We have put standard lifting equipment into one ISO shipping container to bring you a predesigned package with a carefully-selected range of standard functions and optional extras.

Mobile
You can easily transport the CXT Explorer inside or outside. It only takes a few hours to set up or dismantle the crane.

Complete
The CXT Explorer is sold and delivered as a predesigned package, so the delivery process is fast. All of the crane components arrive at your site in one standard ISO shipping container.

Safe
A stable and reliable crane you can operate from the ground makes field lifting safer and more accurate, and lowers the risk of damage or collision.

Service
Comprehensive service programs, spare parts and fast service response save you time and money.

Primary applications
- Working with large or heavy materials
- Maintaining heavy machinery or equipment
- Loading and unloading tasks
- Moving industrial equipment, vehicles and other items

Customer areas
- Construction
- Mining
- Vehicle maintenance
- Agriculture
- Natural gas compressor stations
- Oil exploration, onshore and offshore drilling

Ready to lift in a few hours
You can easily transport the CXT Explorer together with another ISO shipping container. Put the containers on the ground, build the supporting steel structure on top and secure it with twistlocks. Add the crane and plug into grid power or a generator. Now you have factory-level lifting just a few hours after arriving on-site. When you want to relocate the crane, just pack it back into its container and move out.

FACTS AT GLANCE
- Lifting capacity 6.3 tons (13900 lbs)
- Span 5m (16.5ft)
- Height of lift 5m (16.5ft)
- Runway length 6m (20ft)
- 6m (20ft) standard ISO shipping container

STEEL STRUCTURE
- Total weight approx. 1800 kg / 3970 lbs

OVERHEAD CRANE
- CXT electric overhead crane (1, total weight approx. 1250 kg)
- Equipped with electric hoist
- 2 speed contactor controlled lifting
- 1 speed contactor controlled travelling movements

Primary applications

Customer areas
Konecranes is a world-leading group of Lifting Businesses™, serving a broad range of customers, including manufacturing and process industries, shipyards, ports and terminals. Konecranes provides productivity enhancing lifting solutions as well as services for lifting equipment of all makes. In 2017, Group sales totaled EUR 3,136 million. The Group has 16,400 employees at 600 locations in 50 countries. Konecranes shares are listed on the Nasdaq Helsinki (symbol: KCR).
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